CDXA -" Cassino city of the peace"
The section A.R.I. of C assino (FR), in the occasion of the 50° anniversary of the destruction of the city
and the famous Abbey of Montecassino, it founds the permanent Diploma CDXA that will be released
to OM and SWL that they apply for it.
Section HF: the y will Have to be contact/hear at least 20 of the under you list Nations that you/they
took part to the battle of Montecassino and a station of the Section you Plough of Cassino and of the
province of Frosinone:
Italy - France - Belgium - Brazil - Turkey - Senegal - Israel - Ceylon - USA - Poland - Australia - India
- Algeria - Liberia - Japan - Bangladesh - Great Britain - Germany - Ne w Zelanda - Russia - Morocco Ivory Coast - Nepal - Can ada - Austria - South Africa - Ireland - Egypt – Nigeria - Greece.
Section VHF and superior: The Award will be released previous contact/hear with stations of Cassino Anzio - Ne ttuno - Caserta - Isernia - Latina, in whose territories are situated the cemeteries of war:
German - English - Polish - American - Italian - French.
With the purpose to allow everybody the OM ’s of the Section VHF and superior, to get the release of
the Award, the stations situated out of the Lazio regions , will owe contact/hear at least five Italian
provinces.
The contact/hear are valid effected beginning from January 1° th 1993.
The CDXA, in HF you can be in demand as single band or multiband , mixed single/multiband.; in
VHF and superior, as fixed or portable (of the same Call Area), mixed single/multiband. The only
connections are worth in SSB and CW, I excluded connections by repeating bridges or c.m.. Those
people who will show to have connected all and 30 the Nations, a station of the Section Ploughs
anymore of Cancels they will get the Honor Roll.
To get the CDXA needs to send the drawn out log, duly compiled (gives, hourly UTC, gang way, RST)
and signed from the President of the Section of affiliation or from two OM, together to € 5 or 10 $, to
the Award Manager I0NZK. The QSL’s must be send only if applications.
(R.R. 1/99)

